LINKS
TO LIFE! Eco Art in Pursuit of a Sustainable Future

20th Century Eco Art Pioneers

Ant Farm
a. Tourists visit Cadillac Ranch – 2010
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BarRTvtjm48&feature=related
b. Ant Farm members describe the social and political conditions that influenced their work
   http://vimeo.com/9689255

Herbert Bayer
a. Description of World Geographic Atlas: A Composite of Man’s Environment by Herbert Bayer
   http://vimeo.com/24835422
b. Article by Tim Baird entitled “Herbert Bayer and the Art of Reclamation”
   http://www.ci.kent.wa.us/content.aspx?id=5956
c. Article: “Herbert Bayer Mill Creek Canyon Earthworks (1982)”
   http://www.spiralcage.com/blog/?tag=herbert-bayer

Joseph Beuys
a. Joseph Beuys speaks about his artwork:
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qS2rnCfAqM&feature=related
b. Article “On Joseph Beuys and Anthroposophy” by David Adams discussing Beuys’s use of honey
   http://sites.google.com/site/socialsculptureusa/introductiontobees

Hans Haacke
a. Video interview with Hans Haacke by Erik Wenzel in 2008
   http://lucian.uchicago.edu/blogs/opc/video/2008/04/hans-haacke-interview/
b. Printed interview with Hans Haacke by Ilana Stanger in 2011

Helen/Newton Harrison
a. Helen and Newton Harrison explain their work, “Force Majeure” in 2010
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BB4WvuD_gFw
b. Helen and Newton Harrison present “Serpentine Lattice”, a holistic approach to reverse the loss of forests
Friedenscrich Hundertwasser

a. Video of Hundertwasser house from the outside and the inside, 2009
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Fv3DvPiRECHQgM

b. Text of “The Paradise Destroyed by the Straight Line” by Hundertwasser
   http://life.csu.edu.au/~dspennem/Varia/Hundertwasser/100W_Artist.html

c. Video of world-famous Hundertwasser bathroom
   http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=hundertwasser+-
   +&view=detail&mid=CC21597243E9D84CF98BCC21597243E9D84CF98B&
   first=21&FORM=LKVR34

Alan Kaprow

a. Printed interview with Allan Kaprow by John Held, Jr. in 1988 and other information.
   http://www.artpool.hu/Fluxus/Kaprow.html

   8D5D0171C8858746F5598D5D0171C8&first=0

Frans Krajcberg

a. Images of Frans Krajcberg and his sculptures and prints
   http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Frans+Krajcberg+-
   +&view=detail&id=9DC2CCD12788A6CFB017B9D359BAF9C08F21D016&first=151&FO
   RM=IDFRIR

   http://www.frans-krajcberg.com/fkmanifesteenglish.html

Mario Merz

a. Video of Mario Merz, speaking in Italian, with images of installation process,
   1990

b. Slide show of Mario Merz installations, drawings, and paintings.
Carolee Schneemann
a. Film of “Meat Joy” by Carolee Schneemann, 1968

b. Video of Carolee Schneemann interviewed by Maura Reilly in 2009
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Carolee+Schneemann+&view=detail&mid=FD8EFA3A122BD76FCF0EFD8EFA3A122BD76FCF0E&first=1&FORM=LKVR4

Bonnie Sherk
a. Video of Bonnie Sherk interviewed by Daniel Homsey in 2008
http://www.veoh.com/watch/v14149137bD3MTyMb

Alan Sonfist
a. Video of Alan Sonfist speaking about “Time Landscape” in 2009
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ic84-0HEXXc


Mierle Ukeles
a. Video of Mierle Ukeles discussing her work in 2011
http://vimeo.com/32808027

21st Century Eco Art Explorers

Brandon Ballengée
a. Brandon Ballengée discusses his work with amphibians in 2008
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Brandon+Balleng%C3%A9e+%26amp%3B+&view=detail&mid=BD9B55B48B0CB5E935A7BD9B55B48B0CB5E935A7&first=0&FORM=LKVR
b. Portfolio of artist’s work with text, 1996-2010
   http://brandonballengee.com/pdf/port_10.3.pdf

Beehive Collective

a. Video of the Bees discussing their work, “The True Cost of Coal” in 2009
   http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=beehive+collective+coal&view=detail&mid=1FE71481E97021884F081FE71481E97021884F08&first=0&FORM=LKVR

b. Video of “True Cost of Coal” details.
   http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=beehive+collective&view=detail&mid=E84EE0F50AA09ACC54ECE84EE0F50AA09ACC54EC&first=0

c. Video of the Bee’s explaining the Beehive Collective activities and principles in 2009

Mel Chin

a. Video of Mel Chin discussing his work in 2009.
   http://vimeo.com/17291540

Chu Yun

a. Printed interview with Chu Yun by Caroline Elgh

b. Slide show of Chu Yun’s work of art.

Critical Art Ensemble

a. Steve Kurtz speaks about CAE in 2010.
   http://theinfluencers.org/en/critical-art-ensemble
b. Printed interview with Critical Art Ensemble in 2001
   http://www.lumpen.com/magazine/81/critical_art_ensemble.shtml

c. Publication exploring “Molecular Invasion”
   http://www.critical-art.net/books/molecular/intro.pdf

Fernando Garcia Dory

a. Video and text related to exhibition Fernando Garcia Dory with Amy Franceschini, 2012

b. Text on “Arts and Agro-Ecology” by Fernando Garci Dory
   http://agri-cultur.eu/texts/arts-and-agroecology

Bright Ugochukwu Eke

a. Video of Bright Eke discussing his work in 2009
   http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Bright+Ugochukwu+Eke+&view=detail&mid=D4B0BD023DB51EE41541D4B0BD023DB51EE41541&first=0&FORM=LKVR4

b. Video of Bright Eke installating a work in 2011

c. Video of Bright Eke installating a work in 2011
   http://vimeo.com/20532875

Nicole Fournier

a. Artist’s web site

Amy Franceschini

a. Website of Futurefarmers
   http://futurefarmers.com/

b. Video of Amy Franceschinie discussing her art and life
Gelitin

a. Video of Gelitin digging a hole in Coney Island.
   http://vodpod.com/watch/14109934-gelitin

b. Images of “Hase” (Rabbit)
   http://sweet-station.com/blog/2011/08/gelitin/

c. Images of “Klunk Garden”
   http://the189.com/design/art/klunk-garden-by-gelitin/


Andy Goldsworthy

a. Excerpt from film “Rivers and Tides” showing Andy Goldsworthy’s working process.
   Part 3.
   http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Andy+Goldsworthy+&view=detail&mid=FC45FC42FF75F975CAAFFC45FC42FF75F975CAAF&first=0&FORM=LKVR

b. Excerpt from film “Rivers and Tides” showing Andy Goldsworthy’s working process.
   Part 2.
   http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Andy+Goldsworthy+&view=detail&mid=29406D0A333F31DA5C7829406D0A333F31DA5C78&first=0&FORM=LKVR6

c. Studio visit with Andy Goldsworthy
   http://vimeo.com/33274814

Andy Gracie

   http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Andy+Gracie+&view=detail&mid=4B0CE9864317C834D3024B0CE9864317C834D302&first=0&FORM=LKVR2

b. Essay in which Andy Gracie presents an overview of his work from 2000 to 2010.
Tue Greenfort

   http://www.frieze.com/issue/article/making_do/

   http://www.artsandecology.org.uk/magazine/features/talking-trash-and-not-wasting-away

c. Photograph of Tue Greenfort
   http://www.flickr.com/photos/liverpoolbiennial/2046882319/lightbox/

Terike Haapoja

a. Video of Terike Haapoja explaining her work, 2010
   http://vimeo.com/15216895

b. Printed interview with Terike Haapoja by Georgia Kotretsos, 2011

HeHe

a. “Nuage Vert” website
   http://hehe.org.free.fr/hehe/pollstream/index.html

b. Video of “Nuage Vert”
   http://vimeo.com/17350218

c. Video of “Toy Emissions: My Friends All Drive Porsches”
   http://vimeo.com/1713136?pg=embed&sec=1713136

   Printed interview with HeHe by Johan Brucker-Cohen, 2005
Natalie Jeremijenko

a. Video of Natalie Jeremijenko explaining her work
   http://www.ted.com/talks/natalie_jeremijenko_the_art_of_the_eco_mindshift.htm
   l

b. Video of Natalie Jeremijenko explains “One Tree(s)”
   http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Natalie+Jeremijenko+&view=detail&mid=0
   5BC1305D20745B5C05105BC1305D20745B5C051&first=0&FORM=LKVR4

c. Video of Natalie Jeremijenko explaining the crisis of agency, 2008
   3243F8CBDCFA746DAAA73243F8CBDCFA746DAAA&first=0&FORM=LKVR20

d. “Video of Feral Robotic Dogs”
   http://vimeo.com/10075678

Yun-Fei Ji

a. Video of Yun-Fei Ji explaining “Migrants of the Three Gorges Dam”, 2008
   http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=+++++++++++++++Yun-
   Fei+Ji+&view=detail&mid=0DD612E2987FF78EDA850DD612E2987FF78EDA85&fir
   st=0&FORM=LKVR

b. Video of Yun-Fei Ji describing his life and his career,
   http://vimeo.com/25649368

c. Video of Yun-Fei Ji explaining the details of “Migrants of the Three Gorges Dam”
   http://vimeo.com/25495706

Eduardo Kac

a. Video of Eduardo Kac explaining “Natural History of the Enigma”, 2009
   http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=eduardo+kac+&
   +&view=detail&mid=BA6FDE1BA1942B46D1B1BA6FDE1BA1942B46D1B1&first=0&FOR
   M=LKVR2

b. Text by Eduardo Kac “Specimen of Secrecy about Marvelous Discoveries”, 2007
   http://www.ekac.org/specimen_text.html

Jae Rhim Lee

a. Video of Jae Rhim Lee explaining her work, 2011.
   http://www.metacafe.com/watch/40051448/tedtalks_jae_rhim_lee_my_mushroom_burial_suit/

b. Video of Jae Rhim Lee discussing society’s death denial, 2011.

Maya Lin

a. Video exploring the techniques utilized by Maya Lin in her memorial to contemporary environmental absence and loss.
   http://www.metacafe.com/watch/3588422/maya_lins_what_is_missing/

b. Video of Maya Lin being interviewed by Christiane Amanpour in 2009.

Michael Mandiberg

a. Website presenting Michael Mandiberg’s “Real Costs.
   http://vimeo.com/1517663

b. Website presenting Michael Mandiberg’s “Oil Standard”
   http://vimeo.com/1518282


Viet Ngo

a. Website of Lemna International, the company founded by Viet Ngo.
   http://www.lemna.com/history/index.htm


Marjetica Potrc

a. Video of Marjetica Potrc explaining her work as an artist/architect, 2009.
   http://currystonedesignprize.com/recipients/2008/participatory_design_and_story
telling

b. Website presenting Potrc’s on-site projects.
   http://www.potrc.org/project2.htm

c. Website presenting Potrc’s building strategies.
   http://www.potrc.org/project1.htm

Red Earth

a. Image gallery of Red Earth’s “Enclosure”.
   http://www.redearth.co.uk/enclosuregallery.html
   http://www.fourthdoor.co.uk/unstructured/unstructured_04/article4_5.php

b. Essay examining the ritual/performances of Red Earth by Oliver Lowenstein, 2005.
   http://greenmuseum.org/generic_content.php?ct_id=251

Pedro Reyes

a. Website reporting on international tree plantings in conjunction “Palas Por
   Pistolas”, 2012.
   http://www.palasporpistolas.org/
   http://caroleethea.com/articles/2008/pedroreyes.html

Tomas Saraceno

a. Video of Tomas Saraceno explaining his art projects, including wind-powered video.  
   http://vimeo.com/28001685

b. Website presenting overview of Saraceno’s projects.  
   http://www.arttattler.com/archivetomassaraceno.html

Simon Starling

   http://www.artandresearch.org.uk/v1n1/pdfs/starling.pdf

   http://www.moussemagazine.it/articolo.mm?id=20

Gerda Steiner /Jörg Lenzlinger

   http://www.steinerlenzlinger.ch/eye_oescriptorio.html

   http://www.steinerlenzlinger.ch/eye_waterhole.html


d. Video of Jorg Lenzlinger and Gerda Steiner presenting an overview of their projects, emphasizing “The Water Hole”.  
   http://vimeo.com/7143771
Tavares Strachan

   http://www.brooklynrail.org/2006/12/art/tavares-strachan

b. Printed article, “Tavares Strachan: Arctic Ice Project”, 2009
   http://icecubicle.net/2009/08/31/tavares-strachan-arctic-ice-project/


SUPERFLEX

a. Video of advertisement for “Guarana Power” drinks.
   http://www.bing.com/videos/watch/video/guarana-power/f5498b4b754422213ea8f5498b4b754422213ea8-1445416665948?q=Superflex+&FROM=LKVR5&GT1=LKVR5&FORM=LKVR30

b. Archive of SUPERFLEX tools
   http://www.superflex.net/tools

   http://www.superflex.net/texts/superflexs_tools

   http://www.superflex.net/texts/biogas_in_africa

Reverend Billy Talen

http://www.bing.com/videos/watch/video/reverend-billy-talen-and-the-choir-of-life-after-shopping-on/d34c659a5a9b16e75da2d34c659a5a9b16e75da2-1577936551973?q=Reverend+Billy+Talen+&FROM=LKVR5&GT1=LKVR5&FORM=LKVR14

b. Video of Reverend Billy Talen performing “Beatitudes of Buylessness”,

http://www.bing.com/videos/watch/video/reverend-billy-beatitudes-of-buylessness/e4507a038517635a7736e4507a038517635a7736-1514353853299?q=Reverend%20Billy%20Talen%20&from=LKVR5&cpkey=d34c659a5a9b16e75da2d34c659a5a9b16e75da2-1577936551973|Reverend+Billy+Talen+&FROM=LKVR5&GT1=LKVR5&FORM=LKVR

Tissue Culture & Art


http://www.bing.com/videos/watch/video/oron-catts-victimless-leather/b6a348bcd3427c6f9dceb6a348bcd3427c6f9dce-1609660367934?q=victimless+leather&FROM=LKVR5&GT1=LKVR5&FORM=LKVR


http://www.bing.com/videos/watch/video/science-art-and-ethics-panel-debate/ea344780899f89f107aeae344780899f89f107a-144886840747?q=symbiotica&FROM=LKVR5&GT1=LKVR5&FORM=LKVR

Lily Yeh
a. Video of villagers in the survivor’s village in Rwanda discussing the impact of Lily Yeh’s interventions.

http://www.bing.com/videos/watch/video/rwanda-healing-project-3-4/c4f789f69d67878c342ac4f789f69d67878c342a-1519047804353?q=Lily+Yeh+&FROM=LKVR5&GT1=LKVR5&FORM=LKVR24

b. Video of Lily Yeh explaining the Rwanda healing project,

http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=lily+yeh%2c+bioneers&view=detail&mid=02DF6851F7D0D990B50302DF6851F7D0D990B503&first=0&qpvt=lily+yeh%2c+bioneers

Marina Zurkow


http://www.o-matic.com/play/poster/2.html


http://bombsite.com/articles/5048
